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Abstract

Modularity is categorized as quality characteristic which can increase the maintainability of a software program. Although modularity is gaining popularity, yet it is hard to be realized since there are many crosscutting concerns scattered and tangled in object oriented programs. Thus, more efforts are needed to maintain the software program which uses object oriented approach. On the other hand, aspect oriented approach has been viewed as it can encourage modularization. Since majority of the existing application is using object oriented approach, restructuring process known as refactoring become essential in increasing the program modularity. Refactoring means the process of restructuring the internal section without changing the system behaviour. Even though refactoring becomes the solution for this yet it does not seem to increase the modularity of a software program. This is due to lack of a comprehensive aspect mining method which helps in extracting the crosscutting concern from the existing applications before the refactoring takes place. At the present time, software practitioner preferred to conduct aspect mining at coding level which resulted in incomplete crosscutting concern extraction. Since the requirement stage being the initial stage before coding, it is believed to have the ability to extract more crosscutting concerns. Thus, it creates a space for aspect mining at requirement level as an alternative to aspect mining at coding level. In that case, the feasibility of aspect mining at requirement level becomes a need. This study aims to demonstrate the opportunity of conducting aspect mining at requirement level. Interview conducted among the Certified Professional Requirement Engineers (CPRE) has revealed that aspect mining at the requirement level is feasible and needed. The result of this study represented in SWOT analysis matrix is useful in justifying the alternative method of aspect mining. This alternative analysis also highlighted on the frequency of crosscutting concern that used among the CPRE indicating the worthiness of aspect mining at the requirement level.
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1. Introduction

Product quality is the desired outcome of an item. Meanwhile, software quality is viewed in terms of how well the software fits to the customer needs¹. Therefore, software quality models which stress on the customer satisfaction characteristics along with their internal quality characteristics have been produced from time to time. Among the software quality models, modularity has been stressed as a characteristic of maintainability which indicates the needs to modularize the software program while maintaining the software quality². Modularization is the action of breaking a large program into more manageable components. In which this would promote reusability of the components³. However, it is hard to achieve comprehensive modularity in object-oriented program due to existence of crosscutting concern⁴. Concern is anything that exists in the program that apart from the business functionality. It can be non-functional characteristics, error handling characteristics or security.

*Author for correspondence
characteristics that do exist in the program coding. In most of the cases, concern appears in program either in scattered or tangled manner. Tangling means the program logic (or also known as functional requirement) has been mixed up with the concern. Meanwhile, scattering refer to the condition where by the same concern being repeatedly used in the program. Refer Figure 1 on the sample of scattering and tangling concept at coding level.

From the sample given, the concern that scattered and tangled in this program is logging concern. The purpose of this concern is to log the activity. Since it is not the core part of the program it is considered as crosscutting concern which crosscut within and between the methods. To emphasize the program modularity, this crosscutting concerns need to be extracted out from the base code/program logic and produce the aspect. Since the outcome of this process is an aspect, so the process is known as aspect mining. Aspect mining at coding level becomes a challenge due to the increasing amount of Line Of Code (LOC) for large programs. For this reason, aspect mining at requirement level has been viewed as an alternative method. Thus, a study is needed to investigate the feasibility of aspect mining at requirement level. Based on the feasibility study, strength, weakness, opportunity and threat of conducting aspect mining at requirement level is analyzed and represented in SWOT analysis matrix.

Related work on aspect mining at coding, design and requirement level is discussed in the following sections. Feasibility study methods and result are presented in Section 4. Lastly the future work is suggested in Section 5.

2. Related Work on Aspect Mining

Aspect mining is the process of separating the crosscutting concern from the base code. The base code is referred as functional requirement of an application. Since the aspect mining deals with the system which is already completed, so the developer has the option to do it either at requirement, design or coding level. Among those software processes, coding level aspect mining seems to be popular and preferable stage. However, there are number of researchers who have suggested the aspect mining at coding level has several fundamental problems even it has been widely used. According to them, earlier extraction would promote comprehensive aspect detection rather than at the source code level. These insist the need for an aspect mining activity at the requirement level. For this purpose, following sub section explains and compares the available aspect mining methods at three different software processes.

2.1 Existing Aspect Mining Activity at Coding Level

The concept of aspect mining has started since the crosscutting concern highlighted as the major problem in modularizing applications. Moreover, aspect mining is considered as initial activity during refactoring process. One of the most significant discussions on the aspect mining at the coding level has taken place in the year of 2007. Whereby, the identification of aspect and their corresponding joinpoint at the coding level is arranged in cluster manner. However, cluster level identification would possibly create unfavorable situation for comprehensive crosscutting concern extraction. Apart from that, dependency of base code and crosscutting concern code are used as another method of aspect mining at the coding level. This method seems applicable only for scattered crosscutting concern without involving tangled type of crosscutting concern. Likewise, code mining using aspect idioms technique also seems to reveal scattered concern only. This indicate the situation whereby tangled concern missed out and resulted in incomplete searching results.

2.2 Existing Aspect Mining Activity at Design Level

One of the most significant discussions on aspect mining at design level explains about the impact of refactoring
at the software design stage. Discussion has highlighted the proposed method namely Software Design Quality Index (SDQI) to estimate the quality of a software design. Moreover, the index is used to determine the impact of refactoring at software design. Even though SDQI is used at the software design level, it does not propose any aspect mining methods. Otherwise, it only proposes the index to evaluate the refactoring at the design level.

2.3 Existing Aspect Mining Activity at Requirement Level

Refactoring at the requirement level started when the early aspect concept becomes popular among the software practitioner. The term early aspect integrates the aspect-oriented requirement engineering and the architecture design approach. Since the term early aspect significantly relate with requirement, there are number of aspect mining techniques have been proposed at the requirement level rather than architecture design. Among the requirement representation, scenario modeling has been used as the space to extract the crosscutting concern. During this process of extraction, aspectual scenarios are identified earlier and the isolated crosscutting concern is represented in state machine diagram. Moreover, scenario based aspect mining at the requirement level continue to gain popularity using concept of lattices analysis. With the interpretation of lattices concept, the crosscutting concern class method has been extracted out. Beside, a method known as dominant decomposition is used at the requirement level for the purpose of aspect mining. The method highlights the way crosscutting concern being specified in the requirement document.

3. Feasibility Study Result and Discussion

Feasibility study is an initial investigation about the subject matter and determines the do or don’t decision regarding the subject under study. As a result, the study would suggest appropriateness of subject to be explored further. Likewise, this feasibility study aims to understand the suitability of aspect mining to be conducted at the requirement level. Requirement level refers to the stage whereby the software requirement specification document is used as a reference for an aspect mining purpose. Since the domain of the study involves requirement, people who are familiar with the requirement stage has been identified as object of study. Therefore a number of certified professional requirement engineers (CPRE) interviewed for this purpose. Based on the interview session, the strength, weakness, opportunity and threat of implementing aspect mining at the requirement level has been derived.

3.1 Data Gathering Method

Feasibility study aims to get an initial opinion on applying aspect mining at the required level. Therefore, qualitative method especially interview session has been identified as the appropriate technique that can help in getting opinion from the expert. The interview session is categorized as non-structured interview whereby the opinion from expert in terms of suggestion and comments are taken into consideration as well. However, certain general questions regarding the subject matter has been prepared earlier. Interview session has started by getting to know about the interviewee and their background about the requirement engineering. Notably it helps in understanding and determining the appropriate person interviewed. Furthermore, questions regarding their knowledge on requirement representation also included in the interview session. Indeed it would help in understanding the variety and possibility of requirement representation that can be considered while conducting aspect mining. Moreover, the perception of CPRE holders regarding the aspect mining at the requirement level gathered by knowing about the possibility of concern isolation at requirement representation diagram such as use case scenario, viewpoint and etc.

There are 10 CPRE holders involved in the interview session. Among them 50% CPRE are from academician background while remaining 50% are from software developer, requirement engineer researcher and system analyst respectively. Figure 2 shows the working background of interviewee who involved in the feasibility study.

Figure 2. Interviewee working background graph.
3.2 Data Analysis Strategy

Feasibility study was conducted in a qualitative manner. In that case the analysis strategy should be on the qualitative manner rather than quantitative manner. There are number of qualitative analysis strategy has been proposed\textsuperscript{23}. Among the qualitative analysis strategy the most appropriate one for feasibility study is SWOT analysis matrix\textsuperscript{23}. Strength, Weakness, Opportunity and Threat analysis help in analyzing the initial information gathered from the interviewee. For instance strength of applying the aspect mining at requirement level were derived based on the opinion elicited from the interviewee. Similar kind of analysis applied to weakness, opportunity and threat. Table 1 shows the mapping between SWOT components towards the feasibility study outcomes.

3.2.1 Strength

SWOT components content for feasibility study was determined based on the mapping strategy (refer Table 1). The information gathered from the interview session were categorized into four categories. For instance, most of the interviewee generally felt that it is appropriate to have earlier isolation between the core business logic and crosscutting concern. They highlighted that concern normally mixed with the core functionality when there is an alternative flow involved in the use case. If the concern can be successfully extracted out, they clearly state there will be a possibility to reuse the concerns for a future application.

3.2.2 Weakness

The main internal factor that expected to give negative impact on the implementation of aspect mining into the requirement level is the textual representation of the requirement in requirement document. Interviewee felt it will give a huge impact since it is hard to identify the concern from text. This particular weakness also been supported by few researchers who concentrate about the early aspect\textsuperscript{18,25}. Although textual representation is hard in generating concern from requirement, the appropriate text reading and extraction method would help in isolating concern from use case scenario\textsuperscript{25}.

3.2.3 Opportunity

There are number of opportunity has been highlighted by the interviewee for the aspect mining to be conducted at the requirement level. The opportunity here refers to the external characteristics that expected to give positive sign of aspect mining at requirement level. The extensive amount of Line Of Code (LOC) seems like giving opportunity for the aspect mining at requirement level since difficult to extract out concern from lengthy LOC. Apart from that, interviewee also felt that the strong binding between requirements, design and coding would create opportunity for the aspect mining at the requirement level. In fact, these point also supported by related works from previous researchers\textsuperscript{26}.

3.2.4 Threat

External factors that would give the negative possibility listed as the threat of aspect mining at the requirement level. In that case, interviewee felt that new non-functional requirement would be the challenges for the aspect mining at the requirement level. Notably new non-functional requirement will not be listed under the classification of concern and it would create a challenge to be extracted out from the requirement. Apart from that, interviewee also highlighted another challenge on handling the contra relationship between the concerns being extracted out from the requirement. For instance, in order to achieve high security, low response time will be recorded. In such case, there will be a challenge to force the bonding

| Table 1. Mapping between SWOT and Feasibility Study\textsuperscript{24} |
|----------------|-------------------------------------------------|
| SWOT Components | Feasibility Study Outcomes                      |
| Strength | Strength of applying the aspect mining into requirement level. On the other hand, it can be said as anticipated benefit of implementing the subject matter into the new environment |
| Weakness | Weakness of applying the aspect mining technique at requirement level. This is referred as anticipated drawback that would be caused by the implementation. |
| Opportunity | This would refer to the external positive possibility available that increases the need for an aspect mining at the requirement level. |
| Threat | Threat refers to the challenges that are needs to be faced if the aspect mining will be implemented at requirement level. It is also referred as the external negative that influences towards the subject of study. |
between those concerns. However, these challenges can be overcome using the concept of observe the bonding between the concerns\(^2\).

Refer Table 2 on the detail description on the strength, weakness, opportunity and threat of applying the aspect mining at the requirement level. The list generated based on the input from the interview session.

### 3.3 Common Crosscutting Concern

Apart from the feasibility of aspect mining at the requirement level, this study also pointed out the opinion from the CPRE holders on the popularity of common crosscutting concern. The concern is anything apart from the core processes of a system. In such case, non-functional requirements also classified as one of the concerns\(^2\). During the interview session, interviewee has been asked to rate the frequency of non-functional requirements that commonly used in their requirement document. It aims to understand the commonly used concern in requirement document. Consequently it will help in effective concern classification at the requirement phase itself. Table 3 shows the result of non-functional requirements usage frequency.

The frequency of non-functional requirement evaluated in terms of average rating. For instance, Error-Handling requirement average rating calculates with the following formula:

\[
\frac{1 \times (1) + 3 \times (2) + 0 \times (3)}{13} = \frac{13}{10} = 1.30
\]

whereby, the values in the parentheses refer to the weighted values assigned to the each frequency level. Then the sum of that number divided by the number of interviewee. In this case it is divided by 10. Generally most of the rating falls right of the ‘very frequent’ and near to ‘frequent’.

Based on the Table 3, security and performance have been rated as very frequently used by all the interviewees. Meanwhile, ability to handle error generally is rated as frequently used non-functional requirement by all.

### Table 2. SWOT analysis Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strength</strong></td>
<td><strong>Weakness</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>• Earlier isolation of business logic from the main flow and alternative flow – this earlier separation process will cover overall system&lt;br&gt;• Reusability of the concern definition into new application requirement specification without repeating the same process.&lt;br&gt;• Easier mapping between the available group of concern into functional requirement&lt;br&gt;• Increase the maintainability of the requirement specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External</td>
<td><strong>Opportunity</strong>&lt;br&gt;• Extensive amount of LOC-concern extraction become tedious due to extensive amount of LOC. This increase the opportunity of refactoring at requirement level&lt;br&gt;• Strong relationship between design and requirement – the direct relationship between the software process would ease the refactoring process.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the interviewees. They also stress error-handling normally mixed up with functional requirement whereby it specified in the alternative flow of use case scenario. Together with that, availability, usability and distribution also generally rated as frequently used non-functional requirements with average rating of 1.30 to 1.40. With the reference to Table 3, the aspect mining at the requirement level would be much more manageable whereby most of the non-functional requirements are frequently used. Accordingly, it shows that concern / non-functional requirement could be isolated at the requirement level itself rather go into coding level. Thereupon it supports the statement that requirement level aspect mining is feasible to do.

4. Conclusion and Future Work

Aspect mining which is known to be initial process of refactoring always correlated with source code. Due to the fact that coding level aspect mining fail to comprehensively extract crosscutting concern from an application, requirement level aspect mining becomes the alternative solution. A study that conducted among the CPRE holders has supported the statement that it is feasible to conduct aspect mining at the required level. Moreover aspect mining at the required level is also gaining popularity among the researcher since the concept of early aspect is being introduced. In the event that aspect mining at requirement level is feasible, it increases the need for further investigation on the method or technique of conducting it. Further experimental investigation is needed in estimating the number of crosscutting concern classification at the required level. Consequently it will help in modularizing the application at the required level itself.
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